Student Name:

.

Mr. Hunt’s Reading Extravaganza Challenge # 30 :

Architecture Books
For The Young Designer/Builder of Buildings
Special Note: often non-fiction readers will browse and read smaller sections of
greater interest rather than reading from cover to cover as they would with
fiction; that is okay; some the bigger, longer, harder-to-read books are on this list
more for their inspiring beauty…to be savoured in bits and chunks, if you wish,
rather than devoured whole (or, read every single word if you wish).
*To complete this challenge you may want to get books from the public library as well as the
school library…multiple kids may be working on these books and we don’t always have multiple
copies.
YOU CAN READ THE BOOKS IN ANY ORDER…you don’t have to start at #1 and go down…

If you complete this challenge, and get this form fully filled in, and get your
parent/guardian’s signature, you will be able to come the Library to choose one
free REWARD BOOK to keep for your own collection.
Students are allowed and encouraged to work on more than one Challenge…keep on reading!

TITLE of book…

#
1.

LEGO Architecture, by Philip Wilkinson

2.

Animal Architecture, by Ingo Arndt

3.

Architecture According to Pigeons, by Speck Lee
Tailfeather

Call
number

Adult
witness

(where in
the Library)

(check
mark)

Lego bin

591.56
ARN
720 TAI

4.

Roberto the Insect Architect, by Nina Laden

PIC LAD

5.

Sky High, by Germano Zullo

PIC ZUL

6.

Homes Around the World, by Amanda Doering
OR, Homes in Many Cultures, by Heather Adamson

A,B,C shelf
Or
MultiCulti

7.

Minecraft: Redstone Handbook, by Mojang

8.

New Treehouses of the World, by Peter Nelson

728
NEL

9.

The 13-Story Treehouse, by Andy Griffiths

FIC
GRI

10.

Who Built That --- Modern Houses
or

--- Skyscrapers

Minecraft
bin

728 COR
(circle the one you read)

Or

720 COR

11.

H.O.U.S.E. : Houses that are Outrageous, Unbelievable,
Spectacular, and Extraordinary, by A & D Mizielinska

12.

Any other architecture/building book from the
non-fiction 720 to 729 section…

728
MIZ

The one I read was ____________________________
Please Note: the books on this list are in no particular order…just great books that I wrote down as they
popped into my head…
Hot Tip: if you like any particular book on this list, then do an author/subject search on a library
database—there will be more fabulous books…

DON’T FORGET TO GET…
Parent Signature: _________________________________________

